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1. Introduction 

The homogeneous scalar field, generating elementary particle masses in unified theories, is based 
on the Higgs potential. The physical motivation for this potential as a consequence of the first 
symmetry principles is unclear and the existence of this potential leads to a number of difficulties 
in cosmology. Among them are the great vacuum density [1], monopole creation [2], domain 
walls [3]. These difficulties are overcome in the inflationary models based on the assumption 
of minimal scalar - gravity coupling (4]. The Higgs potential, as well as the minimal coupling, 
break the principle about conformal invariance of gravity- matter interaction [5]. Ifwe take i.nto 
consideration this conformal symmetry principle, it is necessary to switch off the Higgs potential 
and to introduce a conformally invariant scalar field-gravity interaction [5]. As a result, the 
only source of conformal symmetry breaking is the Einstein gravity itself. 

In the present paper, we shall show that the Einstein gravity theory with a conformally 
coupled scalar field can replace the Higgs potential under the assumption of homogeneous matter 
distribution. We shall also find the scalar field value from the Friedmann equations for the 
homogeneous Universe with a Friedmann-Robertson-Walker metric (FRW). 

2. The Higgs effect without the Higgs potential m the FRW 
metric 

We begin from the U(l) theory with the Lagrangian 

(1) 

with a complex scalar field cp = 1¢>1 exp(iex). The Higgs effect consists in i) the absorption of 
the angular component of the scalar field by the transformation 

A~ = 8,;x + Aµ (2) 

L(A',cp) = 8µ1¢>18µ1¢>1 + e2 1ef>l 2A~AIµ - ~Fµv(A')Fµv(A')- VHiggs(lef>D (3) 

and in ii) the n,pnzero vacuum value of the scalar field module which follows from the Higgs 
potential. 

For computing this vacuum value one commonly minimizes the Lagrangian (3) without 
interaction 

(4) 

Our idea is to consider just this theory ( 4) without the Higgs potential (VHiggs(lef>I) = 0) but in 
the presence of the Einstein gravity theory with a conformally coupled scalar field 

To find minimum of the action with the Lagrangian (5), we express it in terms of the conformal 
invariant variables (marked by ( c)) 

lef>I = ef>c, 
a 

(6) 



extracting the space-scale factor [6] 

a= [(3lg]I/6_ (7) 

The space components of the new metric 9(c) satisfy the constraint J{3lg(c) = 1 by the definitions 

(6) and (7). Lagrangian ( 5) has the symmetric form with respect to a and ¢c with ~ = Ne: 

LG= N g (_____Ela2 
- "'

2
) + 8 "'{JIJ,"' - _____Eli) aoµa - -F (A')I•'1'"(A') (8) 

[ 
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The supposition about the homogeneous distribution of the field A' can lead to homogeneity of 
both the scale factor a and scalar field ¢c as the motion equation for scalar field repeats the one 
for the scale factor. 

To get the homogeneous sector of the theory (8), it is sufficient to use the isotropic version 
of the FRW metric 

(ds) 2 = a2 (x, t)[N;(x, t)dt2 
- dx~], (9) 

N~(t) klxl 2 
_ 1 a(x,t)=a0 (t)S(x); Nc(x,t)= S(x); S=(l-

4
r5 ) ; (k=+l;0;-1). (JO) 

In order to calculate the homogeneous scalar field ¢c we restrict ourselves to the case of constant 
positive space curvature (1) k = +l with a volume V{3) = f d3xS3 (x) = 27r 2rJ and comider 
harmonic excitations of the vector field A', in this space, with harmonics w1 described by the 
action 

WI{ (A)= j dtd
3
xNc [-iFµv(A')Fµ"(A')] = V~

3
l l' dt ~ [ ;~ - N~wl Af] (A_ dA - dt ). 

(11) 
The substitution of (10) and (11) into the Lagrangian (8) leads to the action 

wH = v. t• dt [-3Mfo, ( a5 _ Noa6) + ( ¢~ _No¢~)]+ wn 
(3) Jo 87r N2 c r5 N2 c r5 R . 

(12) 

This action describes a set of oscillators evaluated in respect to the invariant wnformal time 
dry= N~dt (see Appendix) with conserved energy densities 

3Mfo1 ( al al) o ( ¢~ ¢~) ( N 2 2) 
Per = s;;:- Nt + r5 ; P,t, = Nt + r5 ; PR= ~ Nt + w, A1 . (l:l) 

connected by the constraint (Einstein - Friedmann equation ,5WH /bN~ = O) 

- Per + P~ + PR = 0. (H) 

The geometrical observables of the Friedmann Universe, in comoving frame of reference, are 
constructed by using the inverse conformal transformation (7) of the dynamical variables and 
coordinates, including the Friedmann time interval dtF = a0 dry and distance DF = a0 JJ,. [Ii, 7]. 
The evolution of the cosmic scale a(tF ), in the considered case, coincides with the one of the 
Friedmann Universe filled by radiation 

(~) _l T/ 
tF = roH0 

2 (1 - cos-) 
To 

2 

3Mfo1 
Ho= 81l"T5Pcr (15) 
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f 
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(Iii) 
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a(t/) = !10 
2 

Sill - = -(:.!!lt, - -) 
ru ro ro 

I 

I/ = ro l1 rrro.s[I - ng f /·· /ro], ( 17) 

with th,· llubh!P constant 

[ 
1/2 J I llo = _±}_ = doc = _!.. I - (11.·/r0 )H0 . 

adlF 0,-dlF IF 2- (li.·/r )H 1
/

2 
O O ro-·x 

2/1,· 
( 1:-i) 

Tiu• sralar li<'ld <),- r<'p<•ats this pvolution ( Hi) 

( 
:lp~ ) ½ 

Oc(/.1-·) = Jlp1 -- a(IF). 
8'1!" Per 

( ID) 

Whil<' th,, initial sralar field lo! d<'lin<'d h_v <'q.(7) is Pqual to a constant 

o,. . ( :lp~ ) ½ 1<~1 = - = .\lp1 -, -
{I 'K1rp,,. 

(20) 

ThP vaiu<' of this scalar-field, which follows from th<' WPinberg;-Salan1 th<'ory fol ~ 102 (;py_ 
allows us to Pstimate the value of thP rPlation of <'nPrg;_v d!'nsities oft h,• sralar li<'ld (fl'..:) and t I"' 
<'Xpansion of th<' Universe (Per): 

p~'osmi,· 1()-:l-lP,·c 

RPrnll, that the llig;g;s potential leads to the oppositP situation (spp [I]) 

JJ iggs _ I 054 p,,. · Pq, 

(21) 

(22) 

The homog;eneity of the scalar field (as the cons<'qll<'lle<' of tlw homop:<'n<•ous dist rihution of 
matter) <'Xdud1•s monopoles [2] and domain walls [:I]. 

3. Weinberg-Salam model cosmology without Higgs potential 

WP consider the Einstein theory supplcm<'nt<•d by the conformal inrnriant part oft hP \\'PinhNp:~ 
Salam thPory 

J [ (1)R( ) '!M2 ] 
IF,,,,= dtdx3Fij -f( 

8
;'1 -j1)j2)+iJ,,J1?[/J1

'[,;[ + 11'1j-,({ 1"lF}). (2:1) 

when• W{vs depends on the PntirPty of fields {(")J,'} with ronformal \\'<'ip:hts (11): p:ravitational 
(y) nq = :.1;, v<•rtor (A,JJ) 11,1,H = O; spinor (,·,11) n,,.c = -1; th,• douhlPt of th<' sralar liPlds 
{</>) n,t, = -I with a module I</>[ 

I </>1 I ( IIJ ) • • <P = c = l</>I ; 111 111 +112 111= I. 
4,1 111 

:1 



the angular components of ,d1ich (12 1,122) are absorbed by the vector field (W·, Z): 

1,,-c - J d-1 ~ [1 ·12 (1v U/ g' + z z g'+gI) µv l"'IG,. •n·s- Xy-g <) t J1nv:f Jµ--'v 2 g - w7r.r· 

+iv,/J1,·ockv, + ie.il!-'ockt - ½G~v/A")G"''"(A") - ¼I~, 0 (/J)P"(/J) 

+ (1'fd/,,1,q"eA" - 2✓:![v,·1''(! + .,s)dV,, + q''(l + y')JJW;] 

+ 9 +9 , [v -v''( 1 + ·r 5 )JJ - 2r:·, 1' ..,,s + .? - .. ?, t]Z . ( 2 2) I /2 ( 
2 

3 
2 

) l 
4 C I f: I I g2 +gf Jt , 

z,, = (g'l + gf )-1/2(-gA~ + gill,,) ; A,,= (g2 + 9i)-lf2(g1A~ + gJJ,,) 

Al± A2 
w (±)= µ '': 

µ v12 ' 

(2·1) 

(25) 

(2G) 

where (ilFockl is the Fack covariant derivation in metric g,, 0 , G~v is the Yang-Mills tension for 
.t;~. J· ;w is C ( I )-tension for /J,,. 

As wi, have seen in the previous section, the central point in the derivation of the dynamics 
of the cosmological model from field theory is the relation between the geometric observables 
in the Einstein theory (23 J{(n) F} and the dynamical observables {(n) Fe} of the Lagrangian ( or 
Hamiltonian) approach to the cosmological model of the expanding Universe 

(n) F = (n) Fca+n, (27) 

for which th(• intqi;rals of motion are found [G, 7]. This relation can be formulated in the form 
of a principle about the conformal invariance of dynamical variables {(n) I•~}- In the same way 
the dust mass in the Friedmann Universe Mv appears from the electrodynamical action 

J -i G( J- J 3 -i-ivlu = rn d· xyg,3,,jnjJ = m d xa· 1/np = m < 111 > V(:i), (28) 

as an integral of motion ( iW /J = 0), if ,jJ = a-312 ,pc. 
Due to the rnnformal invariance the action Wws does not depend on the scale variable (a). 
Let us calculate the homogeneous sc_alar field in this theory (23) in the supposition about 

the homogeneous distribution of all matter fields in the Universe. The action Wws does not 
chang<' the pvolution of the cosmic scale factor (16) and can lead only to the additional terms, 
in tl1<, energy density of the scalar field of the type of (28), 

P,i, = P~ - ¢c < 11j > +¢,~ < 11i >, (29) 

associated with the, fermion and boson "dusts" at rest, the masses of which are formed by the 
homoge11eo11s scalar field itself. Here p,i,, < 111 >, < nt > are phenomenological parameters 
which dd<'rmine the solution to the homogeneous scalar field equation. For the case considered 
w,• lian• 

( J - ,;2 -1 . + 1 -2( I ) 
<!Jee T/ - P,t, w,i, srnw,i,T/ 2 < 11j > W,i, - COSWef>T/ , (30) 

,d1<•n• ,, is ddir11,d by <'q.(17),wi = 1/ra+ < ni >. 
If t ltf• d11sl lerrr1 dominates and W,t, /c 1/ro, the \VS-particle masses (¢,c/a) become dependent 

011 ti1111· .. \ photon rndiat<·d by an atom ·on an astronomical object (with a distance /J to the 

-1 

/\ 
·1 ·, 

I 
\ 

',_l'l 
(. 

Earth) at the time tp - D remembers the value of this mass at this time. As the result, the red 
shift and the Hubble law, in the comoving frame of reference, is defined by the product of two 
factors: the expansion of the Universe space (a) and the alteration of the elementary particle 
masses (<)c/a) 

a ( ~c) = ¢c• (31) 

Finally, for the unified theory version of the homogeneous Universe we got the red shift Z and 
~he Hubble law • 

¢c(tp) dcpc 
Z(D) = ¢,c(tp - D) - 1 ; Ho = </>cdtp. (32) 

If< 11t >= 0 and dust dominates, Ho= f1;.1. If< nt > ~ l/r5 we got the oscillator-like behavior 
of the red shift which can immitate the large scale structure of the Universe [8]. 

4. Conclusion 

We tried to describe a homogeneous scalar field in the Weinberg-Salam theory, unified with 
Einstein gravity, starting from the assumption that the only source of conformal invariance 
breaking ( on a classical level) is the Einstein gravity. This means that the investigated version 
of unified theory does not contain the Higgs potential and is based on the conformal invariant 
scalar field - gravity coupling. In such a theory the homogeneous scalar field is calculated from 
the Friedmann equations for the homogeneous Universe. As a result, one of the versions of the 
physical realizations of Ma.ch 's principle appears, namely that the mass of elementary particle 
forming the matter are determined by the distribution of this matter in the Universe. 

Some new consequences of the investigated version of the unified theory are a somewhat 
different Hubble law for the dust Universe and the cosmological evolution of elementary particle 
masses in the comoving reference frame. Such a mass evolution can lead to a gradual (in a cos
mological sea.le) decrease of the relative distance between the gravitating objects. The principle 
of conformal invariant interaction of matter fields with the Einstein gravity and the conventional 
Friedmann assumption of homogeneous matter distribution lead to very small energy density of 
scalar field and exclude the monopole creation and domain walls. 
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Appendix 

The actions of homogeneous models considered here can be represented in the Hamiltonian form 

where 

H (' [ da "' dF O ] W (Pa,a,F)= lo dt -Padt + 7'PFdt-Nc(-Ha+HF) 

p2 a2 

Ha= _V.a + ~V(P)i 
(P) To 

V(P) = V. 3MJ,1 
(3Js;-, 

(,\.!) 

(A.2) 

HF depends only on a set of the field harmonic excitations in the FRW metric space, and it 
does not depend on the cosmic scale a. 

The reduction of the constrained (A.1) to an equivalent unconstrained one can be fulfilled 
by the canonical transformation to the new cosmic variables [6, 7, 9): 

(Pa,a) ==> (II,77) ; {Pa,a}cn,'IJ) = 1; {Pa,a}cn,'IJ) = 1, (A.3) 

so that the cosmic part of the constraint -Ha + HF = 0 converts into a new momentum II: 
Ha = II. This equation represents a map of the circle (A.2), in the old phase space, into a line, 
in the new phase space. There are two maps of this type 

Pa = ±✓v(P)II cos!]_ ; ao = ±✓v.(P1)II sin!]_; 
To , To 

(AA) 

Thus, we got two actions instead of (A.1): 

r [ d77 dF ] wf = lo dt ±IIdt + ~PFdt-N~(-II+HF)) . (A.5) 

In this version of the theory the equations of motion for II 

oW± o 
-- = 0 ==> ±d77 = N dt oII c 

(A.6) 

determine the invariant parameter of the dynamical evolution of the variables in the theory in 
the sector of the Dirac observables F and the equation for N~ gives the Hamiltonian for such 
an evolution. 

oW± 
-- = 0 ==> II= HF 
oNc 

As a result we receive the equivalent (A.5) dynamical system without constraints 

/'IJ(tJ [ dF ] w:•d = lo d77 ~ PF d77 =F HF . 

(A.7) 

(A.8) 

In this approach, we can see that the new cosmic variable becomes invariant time of evolution 
in the sector of the Dirac observables. 
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11e1111ii• WJ}I O)l!IOPOllHOii Bcenem1oii. PacCMOTpeui1b1ii KClCMOJlOfHlJCCK~ii MCXaHH3M 

~- pemaeT ripo6neMy BaKYYMH~ii nnonioci!l (Mb! nonytJHm{p~0st~\==,_ (o~34pcr Bl'.~CCTO~ 
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p~tggs = w5 Pc,) H l!CKnm~1aeT o?pa3oliamw ~101mnoneii II JIOMeHHblX CTeHOK. 
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· •·. • We consider the possibility of describing the Higgs effect ,111· unified theories 
without Hie Higgs potenti~l fn the 'prese~ce of the Einstein gravity with the conformal 
gravity~scalar coupling inder the assu~ption of h~mogeneous m~der distribution. 

The scalar.-field valu(!s· ca.n be found from th"e Friedrilanri ·. equations 
for the ·homogeneous Unt~erse. Th~ considered- cosmological mechanism solves 

the va~uu~ density ',pr~blem : (we \ g~_t, p~~smic=:=:I0~3,4pcr. iinstead 

. of p:iggs; · 1 o54pcr )._· and, ~x~iudes.th~ m~nopole ~rea.tio~ and 'the domain ·walls:. 
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